No Surrender
A Father, a Son, and an Extraordinary Act of Heroism That Continues to Live on Today
By Christ Edmonds, Douglas Century | $29.99
Pastor Chris Edmonds knew little of his father’s actions in the war so he followed a trail of clues spanning seven decades. Part detective story, part World War II historical narrative, this is the true story of Master Sergeant Roddie Edmonds whose inspired leadership and bravery saved hundreds of U.S. infantrymen’s lives while a prisoner at war camp Stalag IXA in Germany.

Sontag
Her Life and Work
By Benjamin Moser | $39.99
This is the definitive portrait of one of the American Century’s most towering intellectuals. Mythologized and misunderstood, lauded and loathed, a girl from the suburbs who became a proud symbol of cosmopolitanism, Sontag left a legacy of writing that forms an indispensable key to modern culture.
**Edison**
*By Edmund Morris* | $38

From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Morris comes a revelatory biography of Thomas Alva Edison, the most prolific genius in American history. Edison’s image—polished by his fame as the inventor of the incandescent lightbulb, the phonograph, the Kinetoscope moving-picture camera, and the rechargeable alkaline battery—solidified over time, obscured the real man...until now.

**A Pilgrimage to Eternity**
*From Canterbury to Rome in Search of a Faith*  
*By Timothy Egan* | $28, Illustrated with Maps

Moved by his mother’s death and his Irish Catholic family’s complicated history with the church, Egan follows in the footsteps of centuries of seekers from Canterbury to Rome to force a reckoning with his own beliefs. The thousand-mile walk through the theological cradle of Christianity explores one of the biggest stories of our time: the collapse of religion in the world that it created.
I Am C-3PO
The Inside Story
By Anthony Daniels, J.J. Abrams | $24.99

C-3PO wasn’t actually a robot, or some amazing animatronic creation—he was an actor named Anthony Daniels. With his gleaming golden body and good-intentioned (yet worrisome) personality, C-3PO was the first to speak in the first Star Wars movie and, since then, Daniels has appeared in more Star Wars movies than any other actor. His is a unique perspective on the creation of the forty-year saga.

Year of the Monkey
By Patti Smith | $24.95, Illustrated

From the National Book Award-winning author of Just Kids and M Train, a profound, beautifully realized memoir in which dreams and reality are vividly woven into a tapestry of one transformative year. Patti Smith finds herself tramping the coast of Santa Cruz, about to embark on a year of solitary wandering. Unfettered by logic or time, she draws us into her private wonderland.
Shut Up and Listen!
Hard Business Truths that Will Help You Succeed
By Tilman Fertitta | $24.99

For entrepreneurs ready to reach the next level of success, small business owner turned multibillionaire Tilman Fertitta shares the commonsense principles that have rocketed his worldwide hospitality empire to a $4 billion single-shareholder business. Fertitta, also known as the Billion Dollar Buyer, started with just one restaurant and knows the challenges that business owners face, as well as the common pitfalls that cause them to go under.

Sababa: Fresh, Sunny Flavors from My Israeli Kitchen
By Adeena Sussman, Michael Solomonov | $35, Illustrated

In Hebrew, sababa means “everything is awesome,” and it’s this sunny spirit with which the American food writer and expat Sussman cooks and dreams up meals in her Tel Aviv kitchen. Sussman presents 125 recipes for dishes inspired by the tableau of flavors Israel has to offer, in all its staggering and delicious variety... from juicy ripe figs and cherries, locally made halvah, addictive street food, and delectable cheeses and olives.
Your House Will Pay: A Novel  
By Steph Cha | $26.99
In the wake of the police shooting of a black teenager, Los Angeles is as tense as it’s been since the unrest of the early 1990s. Protests and vigils are being staged all over the city. It’s in this dangerous tinderbox that two families—one Korean-American, one African-American—must finally confront their pasts and grapple with the effects of a decades-old crime. Powerful and taut.

The Last Train to London: A Novel  
By Meg Waite Clayton | $27.99
The New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Exiles conjures her best novel yet, a pre-World War II era story with the emotional resonance of Orphan Train and The Nightingale, centering on the Kindertransports that carried thousands of children out of Nazi-occupied Europe—and one brave woman, Tante Truus, as she is known, who is determined to save as many children as she can.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland & Through the Looking-Glass
By Lewis Carroll | $29.99, Illustrated with Interactive Elements
Lewis Carroll’s beloved companion stories are reinvented in one volume by the talented design firm MinaLima, whose drawings of some of Western literature’s most famous characters will delight and enthrall. Originally published in 1865, the story of Alice, an inquisitive heroine who falls through a rabbit hole and into a whimsical world, has captured the hearts of readers of all ages and has remained a revered classic for generations.

The Shape of Family
By Shilpi Somaya Gowda | $27.99
From the international bestselling author of Secret Daughter and The Golden Son, The Olander family embodies the modern American Dream in a globalized world. Jaya, the cultured daughter of an Indian diplomat and Keith, an ambitious banker from middle-class Philadelphia, meet in a London pub in 1988 and make a life together in suburban California with their two children. But love and prosperity cannot protect them from sudden, unspeakable tragedy.
The Testaments
By Margaret Atwood | $28.95
In this brilliant sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, acclaimed author Margaret Atwood answers the questions that have tantalized readers for decades. When the van door slammed on Offred’s future, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead for her—freedom, prison, or death. Atwood’s sequel picks up the story fifteen years after Offred stepped into the unknown, with the explosive testaments of three female narrators from Gilead.

The Giver of Stars: A Novel
By Jojo Moyes | $28
Alice marries only to find her small-town Kentucky life as claustrophobic as the life she left. When a call goes out for a team of women to deliver books as part of Eleanor Roosevelt’s new traveling library, she signs on enthusiastically. Soon she and four other singular women become known as The Horseback Librarians of Kentucky. From the author of Me Before You and The Peacock Emporium.
The Penguin Book of Italian Short Stories
Edited by Jhumpa Lahiri | $30

When Pulitzer Prize winner Jhumpa Lahiri decided to read exclusively in Italian, a language she had studied for many years, her life as a reader—and writer—took a surprising turn. Complete immersion in this rich literary heritage brought fresh insight and unexpected freedom. This collection brings together forty writers who have shaped her love of the Italian language and profound appreciation for its literature.

Royal Holiday
By Jasmine Guillory | $20

Vivian has been out of the country a grand total of one time, so when she gets the chance to tag along on her daughter Maddie’s work trip to England to style a royal family member, she can’t refuse. She’s excited to spend the holidays taking in the sights, but then an unexpected attraction flairs for a certain charming but formal Private Secretary in this heartwarming Christmas romance.
**Grease: The Director’s Notebook**  
**By Randal Kleiser | $45, Illustrated**

Celebrate the smash-hit movie musical Grease with this fully authorized keepsake volume—filled with 500 color and black and white images—that chronicles the creation, production, and legacy of one of the highest-grossing musicals of all time, a film loved by legions of devoted fans across generations. For the first time ever, the film’s director, Randal Kleiser, looks back at the making of this legendary cultural landmark.

**Style Your Wedding with Neil Lane**  
**By Neil Lane | $40, Illustrated**

Celebrated “Jeweler to the Stars” and official ring designer for ABC’s The Bachelor, offers a curated collection of advice and photography to inspire any wedding day. Lane guides readers through the process of selecting and refining their own wedding aesthetic, showcasing six key wedding styles, from rustic to lavish, with advice on how to turn the big day into something uniquely and very decidedly your own.
The Little Book of Otter Philosophy
Live life like you otter
By Jennifer McCartney | $9.99, Illustrated
The Little Book of Otter Philosophy looks at what these long, lean, and otterly joyful mammals can teach us about living our best lives. As one of the most delightful animals on the planet, otters embody joy in so many ways. What other species builds water slides for fun? Or holds hands with their friends just because? From the author of The Little Book of Sloth Philosophy.

The Power of Now Journal
By Eckhart Tolle | $17, Illustrations
Millions who suffer from the kind of debilitating depression Tolle once did or who wrestle with anxiety, loss, or grief, as well as those seeking personal growth and a deeper experience of fulfillment and spirituality, have found life-altering, attitude-shifting inspiration in The Power of Now’s simple yet powerful teachings. This journal provides space to reflect and write on some of the most insightful and life-changing passages.
Harper Perennial’s Olive Editions

$10 Each
Irresistibly collectible, Harper Perennial’s Olive Editions are single-print-run editions. This holiday’s offerings are new and classic mysteries and contemporary thrillers by the authors you love.

Frankly in Love
By David Yoon
Ages 14 and Up | $18.99
Frank Li barely speaks any Korean. No one uses his Korean name, Sung-Min Li, not even his parents. He was born and raised in Southern California. Even so, his parents still expect him to end up with a nice Korean girl—which is a problem, since Frank is finally dating the girl of his dreams: Brit Means. Brit, who is funny and nerdy just like him and makes him laugh. Brit...who is white.
**The Wonders of Nature**  
By Ben Hoare | Ages 7 to 9  
$19.99, Illustrated  
Unearth the stories behind the natural world in this collection of amazing animals, plants, rocks and minerals, and microorganisms. With 100 remarkable items from orchids to opals and lichens to lizards—all rendered in detail with a photo and illustration—children will be captivated.

**Cog**  
By Greg van Eekhout | Ages 8 to 12 | $16.99  
Wall-E meets The Wild Robot in this unforgettable middle grade stand-alone about five runaway bots on a cross-country journey to find a place to call home. After an accident leaves him damaged, a highly advanced robot wakes up in an unknown lab—and Gina, the scientist who created and cared for him, is nowhere to be found.
One Big Heart: A Celebration of Being More Alike than Different
BY LINSEY DAVIS, LUCY FLEMMING
AGES 4 TO 8 | $17.99

From skin, hair, and eyes in a multitude of colors to different personalities and interests, we all have something that makes us uniquely ourselves. And we all have special things in common as well: like sharing fun and laughter on the playground, a sense of curiosity, big feelings, and so many other things that show how we are all more alike than we are different.

Your Spark: Celebrating the Brightest Part of You!
BY LISA LEONARD
AGES 4 TO 8 | $18.99

From author, entrepreneur, and social media sensation, Lisa Leonard, who has hundreds of thousands of followers online, comes this inspiring celebration of the uniqueness and light inside every young person that makes each one-of-a-kind.
The Crayons’ Christmas
BY DREW DAYWALT, OLIVER JEFFERS
AGES 3 TO 7 | $19.99
Everyone—even the crayons—know the best presents are the ones that you give. This unique book includes real folded letters from the Crayons that you can pull from their envelopes and read, games, punch-out ornaments, a poster, and a pop-up tree. Perfect for fans of The Day the Crayons Quit and The Day the Crayons Came Home.

Pages & Co.: The Bookwanderers
BY ANNA JAMES, PAOLA ESCOBAR
AGES 8 TO 12 | $16.99
Since her mother’s disappearance, eleven-year-old Tilly Pages has found comfort in the stories at Pages & Co., her grandparents’ bookshop. Then her favorite characters, Anne of Green Gables and Alice from Wonderland, start showing up at the shop. Tilly’s adventures soon escalate when she discovers she can bookwander into any story she chooses.
**White Bird: A Wonder Story**  
By R.J. Palacio | Ages 8 to 12 | $24.99

In R. J. Palacio’s collection of stories *Auggie & Me*, which expands on characters in *Wonder*, readers were introduced to Julian’s grandmother, Grandmère. This graphic novel tells Grandmère’s heartrending story as a young Jewish girl, hidden by a family in a Nazi-occupied French village during World War II; how the boy she once shunned became her savior and best friend.

**Dr. Seuss’s Horse Museum**  
By Dr. Seuss, Andrew Joyner  
Ages 7 and Up | $18.99

Taking inspiration from Dr. Seuss’s original sketches, acclaimed illustrator Andrew Joyner has created a look that is both subtly Seussian and wholly his own. His whimsical illustrations are combined throughout with “real-life” art from Picasso to Jackson Pollock. This book about creating and looking at art includes cameo appearances by classic Dr. Seuss characters.
The Secret Commonwealth
Book of Dust: Volume 2
By Philip Pullman | Ages 14 and Up | $22.99

Lyra Silvertongue's adventures in the North are long over—the windows between the many worlds have been sealed, and her beloved Will is lost to her. She does still have the alethiometer: the truth-telling device given to her by the master of Jordan College, which guided her journey. Now a twenty-year-old undergraduate at St. Sophia’s College, Lyra finds intrigue swirling around her.

The Fountains of Silence
By Ruta Sepetys | Ages 12 and Up | $18.99

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Salt to the Sea and Between Shades of Gray comes a gripping, extraordinary portrait of love, silence, and secrets under a Spanish dictatorship. While tourists and foreign businessmen flood into Spain under the welcoming promise of sunshine and wine, shadows of danger arise for visiting eighteen-year-old Daniel Matheson.